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Executive Summary 
Since September 1987, twelve California school districts and their teachers' unions have 

been experimenting with a new form of labor accord called an Educational Policy Trust 

Agreement. The Trust Agreement Project is designed to enable teachers, as represented by 

their union, and school management to develop agreements on professional issues which 

fall outside the traditional scope of collective bargaining or which appear better negotiated 

in this new setting. The project is a cooperative effon of the California Federation of 

Teachers, the California School Boards Association, the California Teachers Association, 

and the Association of California School Administrators, under the auspices of Policy 

Analysis for California Education (PACE). 

The twelve participating school districts are: Berkeley Unifi~ Cambrian Elementary, 

El Rancho Unifi~ Lompoc Unifi~ Morgan Hill Unified, Newport-Mesa Unified, 

Petaluma Schools, Poway Unified, San Diego City Schools, San Francisco Unified, San 

Juan Unified, and Santa Cruz City Schools. Each district selected policy areas in which it 

would craft Trust Agreements. Agreements cover a wide range of topics, including teacher 

evaluation, staff development, site-based management, and curriculum development. 

Ideally, Trust Agreements will result in workplace reforms that will enhance the 

educational capacity of schools. The pilot Trust Agreement study is a test of the 

proposition that labor relations and school reform can be linked effectively. Thus far, the 

results are encouraging. Trust Agreements appear to be altering the ways in which 

decisions are made in project districts. Union and management are beginning to act as a 

team in their efforts to craft creative responses to significant educational challenges. 

lmponantly, Trust Agreements appear to be encouraging teachers and school managers to 

assume collective responsibility for educational processes and outcomes. 
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Educational Policy Trust Agreements: 
Connecting Labor Relations and School Reform 

A Report on Year Two of the Trust Agreement Project 

Introduction 

The Trust Agreement Project is designed to enable teachers, as represented by their 

union, and school management to develop agreements on professional issues which, 

arguably at least, fall outside the traditional scope of collective bargaining or which 

appear better negotiated in this new setting. Educational Policy Trust Agreements 

are meant to complement collective bargaining, not replace it. Although Trust 

Agreements were not conceived primarily as conflict abatement devices, our initial 

experience indicates that Trust Agreements create a much more cooperative 

negotiations setting than is usually found in contract bargaining. 

The Trust Agreement Project is a cooperative endeavor of the California 

Federation of Teachers, the California School Boards Association, the California 

Teachers Association, and the Association of California School Administrators. The 

project operates under the auspices of Policy Analysis for California Education 

(PACE). The coordinator of the Trust Agreement Project is the Associate Director of 

PACE. The project's principal consultant is on the faculty of the Claremont Graduate 

School. 

The Trust Agreement Project began in Fall 1987. Thus, it is premature to draw 

final conclusions. Nevertheless, our initial findings provide evidence that Trust 

Agreements offer positive potential for both evolving school labor-management 

relations and for school reform. 

What is an Educational Policy Trust Agreement? 

An Educational Policy Trust Agreement is a written compact between a school district 

and its teachers, as represented by their union. Trust Agreements are designed to 
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specify educational problems of joint concern to teachers and school managers and to 

establish mechanisms for working on these problems. Issues such as levels of 

student achievement, teaching quality, and curriculum become explicit topics for 

serious discussion between union and management in the Trust Agreement arena. 

Trust Agreement discussions are characterized by cooperation between union and 

management Thus, the first meaning of "trust" in Trust Agreement signifies the 

nature of the relationship that must· develop or exist between the parties. Both the 

teachers union and school management must be willing to engage in frank, open 

discussion about issues that one or both sides may previously have considered taboo. 

There is also a second meaning to the "trust" in Trust Agreement. This second 

meaning derives from the legal definition of a trust. In the case of Policy Trust 

Agreements, union and management agree to set aside resources (i.e., time, money, 

personnel, authority) "in trust" to be used to solve their mutually-identified 

educational problems. 

In addition, Trust Agreements involve a special kind of transfer-the transfer of 

money or authority or both from the exclusive province of district administration to the 

purview of teachers or teachers and management acting together. Trust Agreements 

are meant to encourage a sharing of decision-making responsibility between teachers 

and school administrators and thus to alter traditional, hierarchical school district 

authority relationships. 

There are no "boiler plates" for Trust Agreements, such as exist for collectively 

bargained contracts. However, written Trust Agreements contain common elements: 

1) a purpose statement spelling out the goals of the agreement, 2) a statement of the 

resources to be applied to the enumerated purposes, 3) an implementation section 

assigning responsibility for the execution of the agreement, and 4) an adjudication 

procedure establishing authority to resolve disputes which might arise in the course of 

implementing the agreement. 
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Setting the Stage for Trust Agreements 

What has set the stage for Trust Agreements in the 1980s? What contemporary 

forces are creating the climate for a new bargaining arena in which cooperation is the 

norm and substantive educational issues are the topics? We believe the answers to 

these questions lie in a brief examination of collective bargaining and the current 

school reform movement. 

The Evolution of Collective Bargaining 

Collective bargaining is a dynamic, evolutionary process. Snapshot views of pre-, 

early, and mature bargaining patterns and behaviors reveal quite different pictures. 

As the relationship between union and management matures, the substance and 

character of negotiations change as well. In The Changing Idea of a Teachers' Union 

(Kerchner and Mitchell 1988), this process of maturing, or evolving, labor relations is 

described in terms of "generations." Each generation connotes a panicular phase in 

the relationship between teachers and school managers. 

The first generation of labor relations is "meet and confer ... This is the phase 

beyond which most school districts have moved. During first generation labor 

relations, teachers and administrators are expected to be selfless, concerned about 

"what's good for the kids," but with little regard for their own professional well-being. 

Teachers will be taken care of by the district, or such is the belief structure. Teachers 

can and do organize in this generation, but as soon as teachers' goals diverge from 

those of administrators and school board members, teachers are expected to 

acquiesce to the wishes of the institution. In other words, in the first generation, 

teachers have little organized professional voice as we know it today. 

"The era of good faith bargaining" characterizes the second generation of labor 

relations. Industrial-style collective bargaining, legally binding contracts in which 

teachers represent their own economic interests, and strict lines of demarcation 
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between union and management become the norm. Conflict often becomes an 

accepted part of the union-management relationship. Teachers adopt the view that 

nothing is valid unless it exists between the covers of the contract. Management 

adopts the credo, "The shonest contract is the best and the best contract is none at 

all." The majority of school districts in California, and indeed in the nation, are 

currently represented by a variation of second generation labor relations. 

The third evolutionary generation of labor relations is represented by "negotiated 

policy" and "professional unionism." The notion of collective bargaining-how 

agreements are reached and what constitutes "scope"-is expanded. District policy 

is shaped through the contract and the union. The teachers' union and the process of 

bargaining are seen by school management as part of the solution rather than part of 

the problem. Adversarial relations between union and management give way to 

collaborative ones. A few school districts-Rochester, New York; Pittsburgh, 

Pennsylvania; Dade County, Florida; and, we believe, some of the Trust Agreement 

districts-have begun to move into third generation labor relations. 

How does the notion of three generations of labor relations relate to education 

reform and to Trust Agreements? We would argue that if the current education reform 

movement is to succeed in its effons to transform the schools, then more school 

districts must move toward third generation labor relations. Trust Agreements may 

provide one vehicle to propel districts toward this goal. This argument is informed by 

a brief discussion of the current school reform movement. 

Contemporary Education Reform 

The current educational reform movement differs from previous school effons in its 

recognition that teachers are to be active partners in the change process. Panicularly 

in California, curriculum and school operations changes have teachers assuming 

additional decision-making responsibility. For example, development of state 
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curriculum frameworks sprung largely from the work of teacher experts. The various 

school restructuring efforts require that both teachers and school administrators recast 

their work roles. Through these changes, we believe we are seeing the initial stages 

in the development of an authentic profession of teaching, and, correspondingly, we are 

seeing school administration elevated to the management of a professional enterprise. 

In short, this is a reform movement about fundamental, institutional change. 

The story of the birth of the current education reform movement is by now a 

familiar one. A Nation at Risk burst on the national scene in 1983 warning that a 

"rising tide of mediocrity" threatened to engulf the nation's schools. That report gave 

rise to literally hundreds of commissions, blue ribbon panels, and recommendations for 

action in nearly every state and launched a reform movement the likes of which this 

nation has not seen in decades. Schools became front page news. 

Just a year before A Nation at Risk was released, Tom Peters and Robert 

Waterman had published their best seller, In Search of Excellence, in which they 

detailed lessons from America's best-run companies. Peters' and Waterman's book 

was arguably the most popular in a new wave of publications about modem corporate 

management. 

The link between corporate success and the nation's schools was not lost on 

education reform advocates. School reformers recognized that schools, as productive, 

modem organizations fall short on almost every dimension of Peters' and Waterman's 

scale of the successful corporation. 

Where successful corporations are governed by a deeply ingrained corporate 

culture, most school districts lack this level of shared comminnent, this "corporate 

ownership." Where the most productive companies encourage experimentation and 

individual initiative, school districts more often rely on standardized curriculum and 

tolerate little deviation from standard practice. Where successful corporations have 
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adopted participatory styles of management, most school districts continue to be 

based on the top-down, factory style model of operation. 

School reformers decided to take a page from the corporate book. 

"Professionalism," "teacher empowerment," and "restructuring" have come to be 

some of the terms most closely identified with this decade's education reform 

movement as the nation struggles to prepare its schools-and its citizens-for the 

twenty-first century. 

Education Reform and Collective Bargaining 

As the education reform movement swung into high gear, individuals on both sides 

of the bargaining table-union and management- began openly to discuss the 

possibility that collective bargaining' s traditional focus on standardized work rules 

and adversarial relationships may not provide the appropriate arena for discussions of 

the organizational change envisioned by school reformers. To be sure, collective 

bargaining has served and continues to serve an essential purpose. Prior to collective 

bargaining, decisions about teachers and teaching were made almost exclusively by 

school management. Teachers had few degrees of professional decision-making 

freedom. Collective bargaining laws, born out of teachers' frustration over their 

inability to control even the most rudimentary aspects of their professional lives, 

represented an imponant legislative attempt to institutionalize a system of shared 

teacher-school management decision-making in an atmosphere of order and procedure. 

However, collective bargaining, as it has grown up in most school districts, has its 

limitations. First, the scope of bargaining is relatively narrow, intended to separate 

bargaining over the conditions of work from development of school policy which 

governs the content of work, creating the legal fiction that this separation is even 

possible. Most bargaining statutes exclude teachers from participating in decisions 
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about imponant aspects of their professional lives. In California, for example, 

curriculum is not a bargainable issue. 

Second, contract negotiations in many school districts have become captives of an 

adversarial process. The structure of formal contract negotiations seems to breed a 

"we-they .. mentality. This mind-set creates schisms between teachers and school 

management that may last long beyond the conclusion of the formal bargaining 

process. 

Third, the rigidity of conventional labor contracts makes them relatively difficult to 

use as vehicles for education reform. Specific language, crafted to cover all 

eventualities throughout a school district, can also serve to limit school site innovation 

and experimentation. 

Thus, as the school refonn movement proceeded, there developed a concurrent 

need for a new social invention to bring unionized teachers and school managers 

together as collaborators to solve the complex organizational problems of schools. If 

the standard collective bargaining arena and traditional contract were insufficient, for 

whatever reasons, then a new forum and an additional fonn of agreement would need 

to be devised. Enter Trust Agreements. 

Where collective bargaining deals primarily with the "bread and butter., terms and 

conditions of employment, Trust Agreements revolve around professional problems of 

schools as organizations-problems of student achievement, school restructuring, 

staff and career development, and new forms of teacher evaluation. Implicit in Trust 

Agreements is not only the right but the duty of organized teachers to address 

questions of educational policy, issues that might formerly have been considered off• 

limits. Moreover, Trust Agreements seem to have the effect of replacing conflict with 

cooperation, thereby altering the traditional relationship between teachers and school 

management. 
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Substance of the Trust Agreements 

The California Commission on the Teaching Profession released its repon, Who 

Will Teach Our Children?, in November 1985. Among that commission's 

recommendations was the following: 

Recommendation to teacher and administrator organizations, the 
superintendent of public instTUction, and local school districts: Develop 
demonstration educational policy Trust Agreements to formalize cooperation 
between teachers and administrators in educational improvement. 

Shortly after the release of the California Commission repon, Miles Myers, 

president of the California Federation of Teachers, expressed interest in a Trust 

Agreement pilot project. He provided useful introductions to districts and travel 

money to allow Trust Agreement seeds to take root in two districts. This small effon 

provided the basis for the current Trust Agreement Project. 

The California Trust Agreement Project was initiated in fall 1987 as a cooperative 

effon of the California Federation of Teachers and the California School Boards 

Association, under the auspices of PACE. Funded by a grant from the Stuart 

Foundations of San Francisco, six California school districts participated in the project 

during the 1987-88 school year. The project is now in its third year of operation and 

has expanded to 12 districts. The California Teachers Association and districts 

represented by its affiliates have become active project participants. The project is 

overseen by an Advisory Board composed of representatives of the California School 

Boards Association, California Federation of Teachers, California Teachers 

Association, Association of California School Administrators, and PACE. 

The Trust Agreement districts range in enrollment from 2500 to more than 100,000 

students. The districts run the gamut from urban to suburban to rural. Some of the 

project districts have relatively homogeneous student populations. Others mirror 

California's increasing racial and ethnic diversity. Some districts have a long history 
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of cooperative labor relations; in others, union-management relations historically have 

been strained. 

The six original project districts are: Lompoc Unified (in Santa Barbara County), 

Newpon-Mesa Unified (in Orange County), Petaluma Schools (a jointly-managed 

elementary and high school district in Sonoma County), Poway Unified (in San Diego 

County), San Francisco Unified, and Santa Cruz City Schools (an elementary and high 

school district with a single school board and a common administration). These six 

were joined in September 1988 by Berkeley Unified (in Alameda County), Cambrian 

Elementary (in San Jose), El Rancho Unified (in Los Angeles County), Morgan Hill 

Unified (in San Jose), San Diego City Unified, and San Juan Unified (in Sacramento 

County). 

Trust Agreements have no inherent subject matter. Districts are urged to 

diagnose local problems rather than engage in imitation. Thus, each project district 

selected the policy area in which it would attempt to craft a Trust Agreement. Each 

district also established a Trust Agreement team. Like bargaining teams, Trust 

Agreement teams are composed of representatives of teachers and management. 

While the parties selected their own team members, we urged that neither side bring 

an "outsider" (such as an attorney) to the table and we encouraged management to 

include at least one principal among its team members. 

As each project district selected its own Trust Agreement topic, the project 

encompasses a wide range of policy areas. Several of the districts chose teacher 

evaluation. Lompoc, Poway, and Santa Cruz have used the peer assistance and 

review model developed in Toldeo, Ohio and adapted it to their own local situations. 

In each of these districts, the new evaluation model is designed to involve experienced 

teachers both in supporting and evaluating their novice colleagues. With some local 

variations on the same theme, Lompoc, Poway, and Santa Cruz have designed 

programs in which selected experienced teachers are released from their regular 
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classroom responsibilities to mentor to first year teachers. These experienced 

teachers also conduct formal evaluations of the probationers with whom they work. 

Santa Cruz has added an additional and unique dimension to its program by 

initiating a pilot professional growth and evaluation program for tenured teachers. 

Operating in two schools, this program is entirely voluntary. It enables experienced 

teachers to develop their own professional growth plans. Those teachers who opt to 

implement their plans and, in concert with colleagues, evaluate the results of their 

professional growth efforts, are exempted from the district's regular administratively

directed teacher evaluation process. 

Morgan Hill and San Juan are building their Trust Agreements around the concepts 

of school-based management The goal of the Morgan Hill program is to allow teams 

of teachers and administrators from individual school sites to experiment with 

alternative ways of delivering instructional services to students. The announcement 

of the program, issued jointly by the superintendent and local union president to all 

schools in the district, asks, "If you could explore, with a team of colleagues, 

alternative ways of organizing teachers and students for increased effectiveness, 

productivity. and learning, what would you want to do differently? How would you go 

about developing a plan for changing the way you deliver instruction?" Interested 

schools were invited to assemble teams of teachers and administrators and develop 

action proposals which were then submitted to a district-wide committee of teachers 

and administrators. This district-wide committee selected the schools which are now 

implementing their site plans. 

The San Juan project, also a school-based management program, is designed to 

provide individual school sites with greater flexibility and increased opportunities to 

solve the educational problems the schools identify. Individual schools are funded, 

through a proposal and review process, to implement pilot programs targeted to 

school-identified educational concerns. San Juan's Site Level Decision-Making 
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Program, governed by a district-wide committee composed of teachers and 

administrators, revolves around the following philosophy: "We believe decisions 

about educational issues should be made by those closest to the issues and most 

responsible for their implementation. It is our belief that as school employees become 

more closely and creatively involved in making decisions, the quality of education does 

improve. Better decisions lead to [better] quality instruction." 

Trust Agreements in other project districts range over a variety of educational 

issues. The Cambrian Elementary District has initiated a pilot program in which the 

teachers and principal at one elementary school are developing indicators to identify 

"at risk" students as early as kindergarten. The school staff plans then to seek out 

the training they believe is necessary to help their "at risk" students, develop 

strategies to educate and suppon these students' families, and make available 

through the school whatever community resources are available and appropriate. The 

district hopes to use the results of this pilot program to develop a model program for 

"at risk" students throughout the district. 

Newpon-Mesa is developing a school site improvement project aimed at 

enhancing student achievemenL Projects at each site may involve changes in 

instructional goals and guidelines, staff development, or the uses of instructional time. 

San Diego is cWTently involved in a major district-wide school restructuring effon, the 

peer coaching aspect of which is designed as a Trust Agreement. 

San Francisco has developed two Trust Agreements. The first, the 

Paraprofessional Career Program, is designed to enable qualified and interested 

teachers' aides to return to school to earn teaching credentials while they continue to 

serve the district as paraprofessionals. Experienced district teachers are involved in 

designing the student teaching/ internship aspect of the program. Paraprofessionals 

who successfully complete the program and earn teaching credentials are guaranteed 

teaching jobs in the school district. 
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The second San Francisco Trust Agreement involves a single elementary school 

which has been permitted by the superintendent and school board to set aside the 

district-selected basal reader. Instead of relying on the basal reader, the school's 

faculty has developed and implemented an interdisciplinary, literature-based reading 

program which the district hopes can serve as a model for other San Francisco 

elementary schools. 

Petaluma's first Trust Agreement is in the area of staff development. The district 

traditionally sets aside four days during the school year for purposes of teacher 

professional development. Petaluma's Trust Agreement transfers authority to 

determine the content of these four days from the unilateral province of administrators 

to joint decisionmaking by teachers and administrators. The district's new staff 

development team, composed of a majority of teachers, is using this opportunity to 

bring about a number of changes in the district's professional development program: 

substituting teacher expens for outside speakers as providers of staff development 

courses; working across grade levels and schools, rather than limiting staff 

development activities to single grades and individual schools; and allowing teachers 

to choose from among a variety of offerings rather than being assigned to a single 

district-selected offering. 

Petaluma's second agreement, now in its formative stages, is in the area of school 

site shared decision-making. Teachers already have been more involved in principal 

selection and in site budget decisions. 

More complete descriptions of some of the districts' activities and examples of 

written Trust Agreements are included as appendices to this paper. 
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Some Goals and Tentative Conclusions 

We believe what we have learned about Trust Agreements thus far can be 

summarized as follows: 

1. We have be&na to expand our notion of a Trust Am;ement. We have come to 

learn that process and product are not easily separable. The written agreement is the 

product that "shows." It is tangible evidence that something has happened in the 

participating school district. The written agreement provides evidence, for example, 

that authority over an area of school policy has been transferred from school 

management to teachers or is now being shared by teachers and administrators. 

As important as the product that shows, however, is the product that does not 

show-namely. the changed relationship between teachers and administrators. This 

changed relationship, which paves the way for alterations in a district's organizational 

structure, is born out of the process of reaching a Trust Agreement. 

2. Trust Amement discussions are substantively different from contract 

neeotiations. In standard bargaining talks, there is often the sense of a winner and a 

loser. Trust Agreements, however, do not appear to be viewed by either teachers or 

school management as a zero-sum game. 

The partisan "tugs-of-war" which often characterize collective bargaining 

discussions seem to occur with less frequency in Trust Agreement discussions. Trust 

Agreements appear to move discussions from a dialogue over positions to a 

conversation about mutual interests. Everyone is viewed as having a stake in the 

health of the organization and negotiations become cooperative problem-solving 

sessions. 

In addition, there is a least preliminary evidence that new relationships forged as a 

result of Trust Agreement work have a "spillover" effect into the standard collective 

bargaining arena. As the superintendent in one of the project districts remarked, 

"Union and management have now developed a sense of shared responsibility that 
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didn't exist before." In at least two of the Trust Agreement districts, this new sense 

of shared responsibility facilitated quick and relatively painless negotiations on 

successor contracts. 

3. The definition of a Trust Aareement depends in part on school district context. 
What is usual in one school district may be considered an unnatural act in another. 

Individual district variables, such as size, current relationships among the parties, 

district history. and community composition affect the local definition of a Trust 

Agreement. Understanding the context in which a Trust Agreement is to be 

developed makes it possible to tailor the agreement to that district. Thus, the 

agreement becomes one for which district participants feel a shared sense of 

ownership, rather than a "canned" program imposed from the outside. 

4. Petenninin2 the policy area for Trust Am;ement work is not nearly as thorny as 

developin~ a successful process by which to reach aiueement. In many of the project 

districts, union and management expeditiously determined the policy area in which 

they would attempt to craft an agreement. Yet when the parties realized they were 

not at the collective bargaining table, many had trouble knowing how to proceed. 

This finding is perhaps not surprising. Trust Agreements shake conventional 

notions of union-management bargaining and relationships. They challenge teachers 

and school managers to reach collaborative decisions. Trust Agreements are built 

from cooperation, not conflict. Thus, Trust Agreement negotiations call for a different 

set of skills than parties to traditional collective bargaining may possess. To 

successfully conclude a Trust Agreement. the parties need to develop the skills of 

goal-setting, team building, cooperative problem-solving, and consensus decision

making. These skills are not generally pan of the preservice or in-service program for 

either teachers or administrators. union leaders or district managers. 

s. Strone union and district leadership are oecessacy components of Trust 

Amement success. Both the union and district must be led by individuals who are 
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confident of their support. willing to take risks, make changes, even make mistakes. 

In situations in which either union or district leadership is less secure or is risk 

averse, Trust Agreement progress is all the more difficult, in fact, sometimes 

impossible. 

6. Trust Aiueements produce role chanf:es. We have found an enormous 

unfreezing of assumptions about who does what in the project districts. Not 

surprisingly, the realization that this change is underway is causing discomfort and 

tension in some of the districts. Administrators are recognizing that relationships 

established in the Trust Agreement arena carry over into other settings as well, and 

that having powerful teachers does not make administrators less so. And union 

leaders are asking themselves how adversarial they can be, and under what 

conditions they should assume their traditional posture as the opposition. 

7. Trust A mements may not be prerequisites to refonn. but they serve as 

catalysts to speed chan&e. The organizational changes that appear to be taking place 

in the Trust Agreement districts may have occurred anyway, even without this project. 

However, there is evidence that if change had happened, it would have been at a 

slower pace. As the superintendent in one Trust Agreement district remarked, "We 

knew what we wanted to do, but without this project, we probably would have spent 

all of last year just discussing philosophy." 

Trust Agreements seem to give everyone involved, teachers and school managers, 

the opportunity to move the issue of organizational change into a legitimate decision

making arena. School reform ceases to be an issue for idle conversation and instead 

becomes a topic of serious debate in a setting in which action is the end product. 

Readiness for Change and Third Generation Bargaining 

What, if anything, makes the California Trust Agreement districts "special"? Is 

there something unique about these districts that made them particularly ready for this 
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project? In some respects, the jury is still out on this question. In this pilot effon, it is 

simply too early to gauge the degree of success, as measured by lasting institutional 

and educational change, which individual districts will experience as a result of their 

participation in the Trust Agreement Project We will, as part of the project evaluation 

during this third year, establish indicators of readiness and benchmarks of success. In 

the absence of such indicators, it is difficult to assess with absolute cenainty whether 

or not the districts were "ready" for the project. 

Some things, however, are clear. From the perspective of organizational structure, 

the Trust Agreement districts are not unique. Perhaps some of these 12 districts 

reflect a slightly more relaxed, somewhat less bureaucratic organizational 

configuration than is evident in some other school districts. On balance, however, the 

Trust Agreement districts seem to be cut from the same organizational cloth as are 

most of California's more than 1,000 school districts. 

What perhaps does distinguish the Trust Agreement districts from some (though 

cenainly not all) other school districts is their commitment to take a risk and their 

willingness to try something new. While we engaged in no elaborate dissections of 

organizational culture and imposed no labor relations litmus test in selecting project 

districts, we did impose one prerequisite to participation: We required assurance from 

the superintendent, local union president, and school board president that they would 

make a good faith effon to develop an Educational Policy Trust Agreement. 

In the districts that agreed to participate in this project, both union and 

management recognized the need for a forum in which to discuss emerging educational 

issues in an atmosphere of collegiality rather than confrontation. They recognized that 

it is no longer sufficient for teachers to say,"That's management's problem," or for 

the administration to tell teachers, "If you don't like my decision, file a grievance." 

And they realized that the range of union-management discussions must be broadened 

beyond the bread and butter issues which comprise the stuff of conventional labor 
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contracts. The willingness of the teacher unions and administration in these districts 

to engage in substantive discussion of serious educational policy issues in the Trust 

Agreement arena suggest to us that these districts have moved into, or at least have 

moved toward, third generation bargaining and the development of negotiated policy. 

Conclusion 

The Trust Agreement Project is about potentially long-term, comprehensive, 

institutional change in schools and school districts. It is a project about inventing new 

roles, developing new relationships, building new coalitions, and establishing common 

ground on which to solve increasingly complex educational problems. 

Educational Policy Trust Agreements appear to be altering the way in which 

organizational decisions are made in the project districts. In these districts, as in 

most school districts, collective bargaining has produced important decisions about the 

work lives of individuals. Trust Agreements add a new dimension by facilitating 

collective teacher-school management decisions about the structure and functioning of 

the orKanization. 

Where collective bargaining deals primarily with the "bread and butter" terms and 

conditions of employment, Trust Agreements revolve around professional problems of 

schools as organizations-problems of student achievement, school ~estructuring, 

staff and career development, and new forms of teacher evaluation. Implicit in Trust 

Agreements is not only the right but the duty of organized teachers to address 

questions of educational policy, issues that might formerly have been considered off

limits. 

Teachers in the Trust Agreement districts are being included as panners in key 

decisions about their school districts. Moreover, Trust Agreements seem to have the 

effect of replacing conflict with cooperation, thereby altering the traditional relationship 

between teachers and school managers. Importantly, Trust Agreements appear to be 
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encow-aging teachers and administtators to assume collective responsibility for 

educational processes and outcomes. 

We consider :hese initial Trust Agreement results to be fragile indeed. Some 

unanswered questions remain. Have we begun to move Trust Agreements from 

project status to recognized, institutionalized procedure? Has success or progress in 

Trust Agreement districts been a function of personalities? Four of the project 

districts (Berkeley, Cambrian, El Rancho, and Petaluma) have new union leadership 

this school year. One district (Lompoc) has a new superintendent. Will these 

districts continue down the Trust Agreement road? Have Trust Agreements, in other 

words, become part of "the way we do business here"? Answers to these questions 

await further data and analysis. 

It is imponant here to underscore our belief that Trust Agreements are not and 

should not be considered a "magic bullet." There is no packaged program for success, 

no checklist of "correct" and proven activities. Nor do we intend to develop one. We 

do not want Trust Agreements ~o become the latest educational fad, in vogue for a 

while and then gone with the next wave of educational reform. And so we are 

proceeding with extreme caution, growing this project slowly. Nonetheless, we are 

encouraged by the initial results. 
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Appendix 

This appendix contains additional explanations of some of the Trust Agreement 

projects as well as preliminary examples of written Trust Agreements. 
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Lompoc 

The Lompoc Unified School District, located in Santa Barbara County, and the Lompoc 

Federation of Teachers have focused their Trust Agreement on peer assistance and 

review. Using as a foundation the nationally-recognized evaluation model developed 

in Toledo, Ohio, Lompoc has adapted this program to its own local situation, crafting a 

well-developed plan that enables experienced teachers to provide suppon and 

assistance to their novice colleagues and then conduct the summative evaluations of 

these first-year teachers. 

The union and district view the goal of this program as improved instruction for 

Lompoc students. To implement its Trust Agreement, Lompoc has marshalled 

resources, including the district's mentor teacher program, the Teacher Education 

Institute at California Polytechnic, and the state-funded New Teacher Program 

operating in Santa Barbara and Ventura counties. 

The Lompoc agreement delineates specific implementation procedures for the peer 

assistance and review program. Criteria for the selection of panicipating experienced 

teachers have been developed and a project advisory board has been established. 

Activities and roles of site administrators, middle level district management, the 

superintendent, and the union are also clearly defined. 

In assessing their project effons to date, the superintendent and vice-president of 

the union have written: 

The process of producing a Trust Agreement has had some 
unanticipated benefits for our District. It cenainly has proved that the 
different groups can engage in a common problem-solving effort to 
resolve a problem of major concern. It has also helped us address the 
critical area of staff evaluation, producing a product which in the long run 
will improve performance and accountability. 
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EVALUATION TRUST AGREEMENT 
LOMPOC APPREN'rICE TEACHER SUPPORT SYSTEM 

PURPOSE 

The purpose of the apprentice tercher support system is to 
provide quality support and assistance ~c n~w teachers. The system 
helps ensure that the best apprentice ·teachers earn tenure in the 
District. The outcome therefore is superior instruction for Lompoc 
Unified students. 

RESOURCES 

The resources necessary to implement this program will include 
the use of existing programs including the mentor·teacher program, Cal 
Poly's Teacher Education Institute, and Santa Barbara and Ventura 
County New Teacher Program for training and assistance. Grants have 
been used to develop the agreement and hopefully will continue to 
serve as a resource. The Federation will provide the support and 
assistance necessary. Both parties agree that the District will 
budget for the release time for master teachers, and for Review Board 
members as necessary. Both parties agree to support the designation 
of at least two mentor positions as master teachers. 

IMPLEMEN'rATION 

This trust agreement will be in effect when approved by the 
School District Board of Trustees and the Federation membership. The 
Trust Agreement will remain in effect until one or coth parties notify 
the other of their desire to discontinue the agreement. 

The authority to amend this agreement i= given to the mutual 
agreement of the District Superintendent and the Federation President. 
It is the intention of both parties to allow this agreement the 
flexibility to change, to grow, and to improve. 

AD"®ICATION 

Disputes will be worked out first, if possible and applicable, by 
the Review Board; the second level at resolving disputes. will be the 
District Superintendent and the Federation President; the third and 
final level of adjudication if both parties agree to enlist it, will 
be the employment of a professional mediator of mutual agreement. 

UNDERSTANDING RELATIVE TO CALIFORNIA EDUCATION CODE 

Both parties agree to seek a waiver: 

l. In calculating the teacher-administrator ratio for the State 
Department of Eduration, master teachers are not to be counted as 
administrators. \ 
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~valuation Trust Agreement Continued 
Lompoc Apprentice Teacher Support System 

2. To allow master teachers to perform accountability evaluation of 
other teachers. 

THE PROCESS 

l. Pre-employment: 
Apprentice teacher provides information. 

2. Interview: 
Master teacher and principal are involved whenever possible. 

3. Orientation: 
Orientation for apprentice teacher~ will be provided. 
Within the orientation the LAT~S Program will be explained 
and the apprentice teacher introduced to the support team. 

4. Initial assessment: 
Both the master teacher and the principal will do an initial 
observation before the support plan is developed. 

5. Support plan: 
A support plan will be developed within the first two 
months. The master teacher will develop a support plan with 
the assistance of the principal, the process mentor, and the 
apprentice teacher. The support plan is a plan for develop
ment and growth. 

6. Support: 
The master teacher, the principal, the process mentor, and 
any other appropriate personnel will provide continuing 
support for the apprentice throughout the school year. 

7. Mid-November report: 
The master teacher and the principal will submit written 
mid-November observations to the Review Board. The master 
teacher will present a report before the Review Board. The 
principal may be present. The Board may recommend changes 
to the support plan. 

8. February report: 
The master teacher and the principal will submit written 
evaluations to the Review Board before February 1st, for all 
apprentice teachers. For second year apprentice teachers 
only, the master teacher will present a report to the Review 
Board and will make a recommendation for tenure or dismiss
al. The principal may be present and make a recommendation. 
The Review Board in turn will submit a recommendation to the 
School Board. The School Board will make the final determi
nation of employment. 

9. April report: 
The master teacher and the principal will submit written 
evaluations ~o the Review Board before April 15th for all 
apprentice teachers, (except for those who have been recom
mended for dismissal.) 
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Evaluation ~rust Agreement Continued 
L0mpoc Apprentice Teacher Support system 

The master teacher will make presentations to the Review 
Board on all apprentice teachers who haven't already been 
presented to the Board (February). The master teacher will 
recorranend continued employment or dismissal to the Review 
Board. The Review Board will make its employment recommen
dation to the School Board. The School Board will make the 
final err.&"~-ovment decision. 

SUPPORT TE~ 

1. A support team will be formed for each apprentice teacher identi
fied tor the program by the Review Board. 

2. ~he support team will include the ~aster teacher, the site 
principal, the process mentor and any other Jupport personnel. 
The master teacher may designate. 

3. The master teacher is the coordinator and director (necessary at 
all?) of the support team. 

SUPPORT PL1'N 

l. The support plan is a cooperative process between all support. 
team members. After each visitation with the apprentice teacher 
a conference will be held to decide upon mutually agreeable 
performance goals. ~he support plan is an ongoing process 
designed to benefit the apprentice teacher developed by the 
support team. 

2. The support plan is .designed to provide the training and orienta
tion necessary for the apprentice to develop lasting professional 
skills. 

3. The support plan may be modified in order to adjust to the needs 
of the apprentice teacher, provide quality support and superior 
instruction. 

4. The master teacher will coordinate the efforts of the support 
team in the implementation of the plan. 

s. The master teacher will confer with the other meml::lers of the team 
to assess the plan. 

to.STER TEACH!:R EVALUATIONS OF APPRENTICES 

1. All observations by the master teacher will be followed by a 
conference within five days. 

2. At least two form~l observations and conferences must take place 
before each Review Board presentation where the master teacher 
sul::lmits evaluations to the Review Board (four observations per 
year). 
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Evaluation Trust Agreement Continued 
Lompoc Apprentice Teacher Support System 

3. 'rhe outcome goals and decisions of the Review Board will ce 
shared with the apprentice teacher. The apprentice teacher haa 
the right to respond in writing to any and all evaluations. 
These responses will be considered by the Review Board. 

4. A formal observation must be at least 40 minutes. 

S. It is the responsibility of observers to make the teacher and 
students feel comfortable with their presence. 

6. The pre and post evaluation conferences are an important element 
of the procedure. The conferences should take place with proper 
time and privacy allotted. 

REVIEW BO).Rl) 

l. The master teacher will appear before the Review Board in Febru
ary and April to report the progress of the apprentice teachers, 
to recommend employment or termination, and to defend the recom
mendations. The principal may be present, and provide informa
tion and a recommendation. 

2. The Review Board will decide on a recommendation regarding the 
apprentice teacher's being retained or dismissed after the first 
year, and if tenure and employment is to be recommended at the. 
end of the second year. The recommendation will be submitted to 
the School Board of Trustees. 

3. The Review·Board will include three members appointed by the 
president of the Federation, three members appointed by the 
superintendent, and one member appointed mutually. 

4. Chairmanship of the Board will rotate each year between the 
Federation and the District. 

S. The Review Board will establish operational procedures, develop 
necessary applications, forms, documents, and generally manage 
and direct the LATSS Program. 

6. The Review Board will monitor the progress of each master teacher 
by reviewing the evaluations and status reports. The performance 
of the master teacher will.not be evaluated in any other ways nor 
shall master teachers be disciplined for their role in the LATSS 
?rogram. 

•. 
7. The Review Board will examine teacher performance reports within 

the teacher's probationary (or temporary) period and determine 
retention or dismissal relative to that performance. The Review 
Board will not be a party to dismissals which charge grounds for 
dismissal of permanent employees given by Education Code 44932. 
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Evaluation Trust Agreement continued 
Lompoc Apprentice Teacher support System 

APPRENTICE TV.CHER 

l. The apprentice teacher is a non-tenured teacher. 

2. The apprentice teacher will be assisted by a support team coordi
nated by a master teacher. A support plan is designed to assist 
the apprentice in improving teaching skills that will enhance 
student learning through effective instruction. 

MASTER TEACHER 

QUALIFICATIONS: 
. 

1. The master teachers will be selected by LATSS Board through an 
assessment process, and participate in teacher evaluation staff 
development activities. 

2. The master teacher must have knowledge of subject matter and a 
variety of teaching techniques. The master teacher must have the 
al:)ility to demonstrate techniques for the apprentice teachers. 

3. The master teacher must be aJ::,le to coordinate the support team in 
the best interests of the professional development of the appren
tice teacher. 

4. The master teacher must be al:,le to recommend dismissal of an 
apprentice teacher. 

5. The applicant for master teacher must provide letters of recom
mendation from the principal, the LFT building representative, 
and two other teachers who have knowledge of their performance in 
the classroom. The applicants will be interviewed and their 
teaching may be observed by the Soard. 

6. The master teacher will have demonstrated outstanding classroom 
teaching ability. 

·7. The master teacher will have demonstrated effective written and 
oral communication skills. 

8. The selected master teachers will continue in their current 
status until their services are needed. Their assignment will be 
for three years unless good cause is shown for it to be other
wise. 

ROLE: 

1. The master teacher will coordinate support for the apprentice 
teacher. The support team will develop a support plan. The 
support team will,consist of the master teacher, the apprentice 
teacher, the process mentor teacher, the p~incipal, and at the 
secondary level, the department chairperson. 
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Evaluation Trust Agreement Continued 
Lompoc Apprentice Teacher Support System 

2. 'l'hc master teacher will provida diract support for the apprentice 
teacher. Lessons and techniques may be demonstrated in the 
classroom. Mentors, grade specialists, curriculum specialists, 
psychologists, speech therapists, and all other appropr~ate 
support persoMel and sarvices will be introduced to the appren
tice teacher by the master teacher as appropriate to the appren
tice teachers' needs. 

3. The master teacher is responsible for periodic assessment of the 
apprentice's pedagogical skills, organizational strategies, 
knowledge of subject matter, and classroom management skills as 
perf~rmed in the classroom, as well as the apprentice's ability 
to work with others and assume professional responsibilities 
beyond the classroom. 

4. The master teacher will arrange opportunities· for the apprentice 
teacher to observe other teachers teaching. 

S. The master teacher will recommend to the Review Board whether to 
retain or terminate an apprentice teacher the first year, and 
recommend termination, tenure, or continuance the second year. 

6. The master teacher, whenever possible, will be a member of the 
team that interviews and hires new teachers. 

7. The master teacher will participate in New Teacher Orientation. 

8. The master teacher will be responsible for approximately ten 
apprentice teachers at a time • 

. 9. The master teacher will assist in the training of new master 
teachers. 

l0. The master teacher will inform the principal of any teaching 
problems observed with the apprentice teacher. 

COMPENSATION: 

The master teacher will be released from the classroom for three 
years at the same pay level received in all positions hel4 at the time 
of release. Master teachers are guaranteed return to the same school 
and to a qualified position with the same status and benefits they had 
before they left. As a master teacher they will receive a stipend 
equal to that of a mentor teacher, and seniority will continue to 
accrue. 

PROCESS MENTOR TEACHERS 

1. Each school in the District will have a process mentor teacher as 
a member of the apprentice support team. 

2. The prime functiort of the process mentor is to provide training 
and support for the apprentice teachers at their school site as 
outlined in the support plan. 
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· Evaluation Trust Agreement Continued 
Lompoc Apprentice Teacher Support system 

J. Othor mentors such as grade lovol and curriculwn mantora may &lac 
be called upon to assist apprent1co teachers. 

4. Mentor teachers coordinate with the master teacher and apprentice 
teacher in planning and implementing the support plan. 

5. Mentor teachers observe and assist apprenticP teachers but will 
not evaluate apprentice teachers. 

6. Process mentors will also provide assistance for tenured teachers 
at their site. They will be available to assist, on a collegial 
basi,, any tenured teacher with any professional problem. All 
assistance will be completely confidential. 

Differences between the roles of the process mentor and the master 
teacher: 

PROCESS MENTOR TEACHER MASTER TEACHER 

l. Not released from the class-
room full time 

2. At one site 

3. Doesn't evaluate 

4. Little time to observe 

s. Works with all teachers at 
one site 

6. Avallable every day 

7. Makes no recommendation to 
Review Board 

8. Provides site orientation 

9. Member of support team 

10. Selected by M~ntor Selection 
Committee 

' 

Released from the classroom 
full time 

At large 

Evaluates 

Much time to observe 

Works only with new teacher■ 
at many sites 

Available periodically or on 
call 

Recommends employment or 
termination to Review Board 

Provides District orientation 

Director of support team 

Selected by LATSS Review 
Board 

SECONDARY DEPARTMENT CHAIRPERSONS 

l. Department chairpersons will work closely with the master teacher 
and apprentice teacher in planning and implementing the support 
plan. 

2. Department chairp~rsons will observe and assist the apprentice 
teacher. 
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Morgan Hill 

The Morgan Hill Unified School District in Santa Clara County and the Morgan Hill 

Federation of Teachers developed a Trust Agreement around the concept of school-based 

management. The goal of the Morgan Hill program is to allow teams of teachers and 

administrators from individual school sites to experiment with alternative ways of 

delivering instructional services to students. The announcement of the Morgan Hill 

program, issued jointly by the superintendent and union president to all schools in the 

district, asked, "H you could explore, with a team of colleagues, alternative ways of 

organizing teachers and students for increased effectiveness, productivity, and learning, 

what would you do differently'? How would you go about developing a plan for changing 

the way you deliver instructionr 

Interested schools were invited to assemble teams of teachers and administrators and 

develop action proposals which were then submitted to a district-wide committee of 

teachers and administrators, including the superintendent and union president. Three 

schools were selected to implement their new instructional plans beginning in fall 1989. 

Additional schools are in the process of developing site-based management plans. 

Both the union president and the superintendent agree that participation is the Trust 

Agreement Project and development of Morgan Hill Trust Agreement strengthened an 

already cooperative relationship. Both also acknowledge that this first Trust Agreement 

laid the foundation for exploration of curriculum and other school restructuring matters 

between the union and district and planted some positive "seeds of change" among teachers 

and site level administrators. 
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ALTERNATIVE DELIVERY DEVELOPMENT 

A Trust Agreement Project 
in the 

Morgan Hill Unified School District 

In keeping with the PACE Project's purpose of exploring ways to 
restructure schools and empower teachers, District and Federation 
leaders in the Morgan Hill Unified School District agreed to use 
the.trust agreement funds to support school-based projects which 
would experiment with changes in the delivery of instruction. 

The scope of the project was developed November through January, 
and in February, 1989, site project proposals were solicited from 
all certificated staff. As a result of paper screening and team 
interviews, two of the four project applications were funded. 
(One of the projects could not be implemented because of our 
inability to fund the requisite $10,000. The other proposal 
involved the movement of fifty 9th graders to our three-year high 
school, and the necessary compromises could not be reached with 
the middle school staff.) 

Of the trust agreement money, $2,000 is designated for 1989-90 
substitutes to release the eight teachers involved in the two 
funded projects. Another $1,000 will purchase additional 
supplies and student materials necessary to the two projects. 
District "match" money has paid for the approximately 25 hours of 
time spent by each of the four members of the steering committee 
(comprised of the superintendent, assistant superintendent, and 
two representatives of the Federation) and for the 5 hours of 
clerical time involved in the notification and selection process. 

The primary benefit of the project has been the team 
relationships that have developed at individual schools. A prime 
example is the project at San Martin/Gwinn Elementary School. As 
a result of the opportunity to apply for additional funds, the 
principal and six teachers have collaborated to create a team 
approach to teaching all fourth graders in that school. The team 
will include special education and bilingual teachers, as well as 
library clerks and classroom teachers. Another project also 
involves a team approach, dealing with the instruction of junior 
U.S. history students. 

We were disappointed that only four proposals resulted from the 
notification process. As demonstrated by the two proposals we 
were unable to fund, major changes of the type not yet possible 
under existing circumstances require amounts of money which far 
exceed the capabilities of the grant. 

We have been pleased, however, with the discussion between 
teachers and building administrators which this project has 
engendered. An increased number of requests are anticipated if 
funds were to continue into a future year. 
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Newport-Mesa 

Newport-Mesa, located in Orange County, is a second year Trust Agreement district with 

first year status. After several false starts occasioned by a variety of difficulties in 1987-

88, including teacher layoffs, a severe budget crisis, and a strike threat, Newpon-Mesa 

found itself in May 1988 not much fanher along with a Trust Agreement than it had been 

the previous September. 

In 1988-89, Newport-Mesa began afresh and has made significant progress toward a 

Trust Agreement. The goal of Newport-Mesa's project is ambitious: "The purpose of this 

agreement between the Newport-Mesa Federation of Teachers and the Newpon-Mesa 

School District is to engage teachers, principals, and district office staff in a systematic, 

collegial, site-based process designed to identify and remove existing obstacles to student 

achievement" 

Toward this end, the union and the district are developing a plan to enable teachers and 

administrators at each school to collect and analyz.e data on their students' achievement, 

cooperatively identify strategies to enhance student achievement, develop a school "repon 

card," implement the collegially developed program, and evaluate the results. The union 

and the district have established a teacher-management team to oversee implementation of 

their site-based project. 
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Newport-Mesa Unl!ied School District 

PROPOSED EDUCATIONAL POLICY TRUST AGREEMENT 

PURPOSE 

D?UFT COPY 
ONLY 

The pur~o~c of thi~ agreement between the Newport-Mesa 
Fe~eration ct Teachers and the Newport-Mesa Unified School 
District is to engage teachers, principals, and district office 
staff in a systematic, collegial, sit@-based process de9igned to 
identity and re~cve existing obstacles to stu~•nt achievecent. 
Removing these obstacles may. invclv~ changes in: 

PROJECT DESIGN 

Guidelines, goals, expectations 
Communication processes 
Statt development 
Uses of instructional time 
Other site-specific areas as a~propriate 

The process used to identif'l and remove obstacles to student 
achievement will be data-driven, structured, and cooperative. It 
will subsume/incorp~rate all current school requirements for 
needs assessment and planning (SI~, categorical programs and the 
new "School Repo~t Car~~) thus eliminating duplication of ettort. 

The problem-solving process at each project school will 
include the tollowing elements: 

1. Collect data on student achievement outcomes and school 
processes. 

2. Analyze school data to identity pregram strengths and 
existing obstacles to student achievement. 

3. Identify strategies for removing identified.~mpediments 
to student achievement, and incorporate the strategies 
in a site-based action olan. 

,. Develop "School Report Card", as currently required 
by Proposition 98 (SOE guidelines pending.) 

S. Implement planned program improvements. 

6. Monitor and evaluate progress, recyclin~ each 
step annually as indicated. 
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Figu?'e 1 
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AVAitABL! RESOURCES 

Fiscal Resources 

By linking the project proble1n-solving process to 
eY.isting program improvement efforts (SIP, Chapter I, 
~enter Teacher Program, general fund, etc.) PACE project 
funds will augment the fiscal resources currently available 
to project schools for needs assessment, planning, and staff 
development, and will help to focus these resources on the 
identification and removal of obstacles to student 
achievement. 

Time 

The parties to the Agreement will seek ways to increase 
the amount of time currently available to teachers tor 
problem solving, planning, and s~aff d~velopment. 
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IMPLEMENTATION 

1. An Advisory Council of ten members, with membership 
representing tea~hers and administrators, will meet 
quarte~ly (or more frequently as necessary) to oversee 

,~· ~mplementation of the project. 

2. It will be th~ responsibility of the Advisory Council 
to select the pilct project sc~ools (2 or 3) from 
applicants. 

3. Leadership groups will be selected by the Principal and 
staff at each pilot project school. The group will be 
fully trained to implement all stages of the 
problem-solving process and will have ongoing District 
Ottice support. Leadership groups will consist ot the 
Principal, teachers, one or more parents, and others as 
deemed ~ppropriate. The group's work will be facilita
ted initially by a member of the District's support 
staft experienced in the use of the problem-solving 
model. 

4. The problem-solving process will be implemented as 
described in the Project Design section above. A 
calendar of project meetings/events will be developed 
at each pilot school. 

5. Based on demonstrated acceptance ot the usefulness ot 
th~ ~roj~~t•s proces~es, oppo~tunities will be provided 
for expansion to additional schools in the second year. 

DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCESS 

All action~/activities related to the PACE project will 
be 1n accordance with current District policy. Because the 
propnsed process is inherently collegial and cooperative, it 
is unlikely that disputes will arise. Any disagreements 
that may arise in the problem-solving process (collecting 
and &nalyzing data, planning, implementing changes) will be 
resolved at the sit• l•vel by the leadership team, using 
consensus proeedures ~greed upon by the group. Consensus 
will be attained at each stage before proceeding. 
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Petaluma 

Petaluma Schools is comprised of two jointly managed districts-one elementary, one high 

school-in rural and suburban Sonoma County. The Petaluma School District and the 

Petaluma Federation of Teachers have concluded two Trust Agreements. 

Petaluma's first Trust Agreement is in the area of staff development The district 

traditionally sets aside four days during the school year for purposes of teacher 

professional development. Petalwna's Trust Agreement on staff development transfers 

authority to determine the content of these four days from the unilateral province of 

administrators to joint decision making by teachers and administrators. The district's staff 

development team, now composed of a majority of teachers, has initiated a number of 

changes in the district's professional development program, substituting teacher experts for 

outside speakers as providers of staff development courses; working across grade levels 

and schools rather than limiting staff development activities to single grades and individual 

schools; and allowing teachers to choose from among a variety of offerings rather than 

being assigned to a district-selected offering. 

Petaluma's second Trust Agreemen~ completed in 1988-89, is in the area of school

based management and shared decision making. This agreement has already altered the 

hiring practices in the district by involving teachers in the selection of a new elementary 

principal, involved the union more directly in working with the district on teacher transfers, 

provided a mechanism for school staffs and principals to begin to make joint budget 

decisions, and enabled the union and district jointly to suppon school staffs beset by 

unanticipated arson and asbestos problems. 
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Poway 

Poway is a rapidly growing suburban San Diego County school district. The Poway 

Federation of Teachers and the Poway Unified School District have cooperatively 

developed and implemented a peer assistance and review program for probationary 

teachers. In 1987-88, only elementary and middle school teachers participated in the 

program. The program was expanded in 1988--89 to include high school teachers. The 

district and union are also considerin•g alternatives to evaluate tenured teachers. A first draft 

of the Tenured Assistance Program (TAP) states, ''TAP is a cooperative effort between the 

Federation and the District to assist permanent teachers who have been identified as being 

in serious professional jeopardy." This plan is still in its early formative stages. 

Poway represented that Trust Agreement district which, at the outset of the project, 

continued to experience the most contentious labor relations. Although the union and 

district developed and implemented a Trust Agreement, the superintendent refused to 

commit anything to writing in 1987--88. 

The district-union relationship has now begun to tum around. Union and District 

representatives are meeting with a professional facilitator, at district expense, to seek non

conflictual ways of settling disagreements. The superintendent and union president are 

now meeting regularly with one another and employed "win-win" bargaining principles in 

their most recent round of contract negotiations. 

The Trust Agreement covering peer assistance and evaluation for probationary teachers 

now exists in writing and a second agreement is being developed. Moreover, the union 

president., who won reelection after a last-minute challenge, viewed his election victory as a 

mandate from the teachers for more cooperative labor relations. A joint statement issued by 

the superintendent and union president reads, in part, "[Through the Trust Agreement 

Project] we discovered that a collaborative effort was successful and we are looking for 

new areas to use the model we have started." 
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AGREEMENT 

This Agreement is entered into between the P9WAl 

FEor.r.ATtON OF TEACHERS ("PFT") and the POWAY UNIFIED SCHOOL 

DISTRICT ("DISTRICT"). 

RECITALS 

l. The parties hereto desire to establish a system, 

the purpose of which is to assist probationary teachers employed 

by the DISTRICT in the development of proficiency in perf~rmance 

of their duties. 

2. The DISTRICT and PFT have established a program 

(hereinafter "Professional Assistance Program"), on an experi

mental basis, in which the DISTRICT will employ teacher/ . , 
-Consultants whose primary responsibilities are to observe·proba-

tionary teachers in the performance of their teaching duties, 

prepare written reports of such observations, and provide 

guidance to and assist probationary teachers in the performance 

of their duties. Determination of the qualifications for and 

specific job duties of the teacher/consultant position artd the 

specific guidelines and procedures of the Prof~ssional"issistance . . 
' Program shall be subject to mutual agreement between the DISTRICT 

and PFT. 

J. Recognizing the experimental nature of the 

Professional Assistance Program, the DISTRICT and P!T agree to 

:ontinue the Pcofessional Assistance Program by mutual· consent 

,nly, with each party having the right at any time, to terminate 

:he Program by giving written notica to the other. Should the 



Protea110~11 Assistance Pcogcam terminate for any riason, neither 

the DISTRICT nor PFT may assert any aspect of the creation or 

operation of the Program as a past practice having any impact 

whatsoever on the parties' duty to bargain in good faith over 

matters relating to the Program. 

4~ The parties agree that individuals employed by the 

DISTRICT in the teacher/consultant position shall continue to be 

part of the bargaining unit of which PFT has been certified as 

the exclusive representative and neither party.will assert before 

any federal, state or local administrative agency, arbitrator, or 

court of law, that individuals employed as teacher/consultants 

are outside of the bargaining unit of which PFT is certified as 

the exclusive representative based upon such employment status. 

s. Nothing contained in·this Agreement shall be 
' . 

construed or intecP.reted to interfere with the right of the 

DISTRICT to consider and act upon the non-renewal of probationary 
.. 

certificated employees pursuant to the provisions of existing 

statutory law. Further, the provisions of this Agreement shall 

n~t operate as a waiver or as an amendment to any express 

provision in the current collective bargaining agreement~between 

the DISTRICT and PFT. ,, 

· 6. ' In addi.tion to the development of the specif i.c 

•professional Assis~ance Program• for probationary teachers 

described in .this Agreement, the DISTRICT and PPT agree to com

mence discussions regarding the formulation of an e~perimental 

procedure governing the evaluation of permanent teachers. 
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NOW THEREFORE, it is agreed as follows: 

1. Recitals. The foregoing Recitals are incorporated 

hecein by reference as if set forth in full. 

2. Entire Aareement. It is understood and agreed 

that this Agreement contains the entire agreement.between the 

parties and that the terms of'the Agreement are contractual and 

not mere recital. 

3. Authority. The persons so signing this Agreement 

hereby warrant they have authority to execute this instrument and 

have, prior to signing, fully read and understood this Agreement. 

Dated: 

• Dated: 

POWAt 'UNIFiED SCHOOL DISTRICT 

By: 
DR. ROBERT REEVES, 
District Superintendent 

POWAY FEDERATION OF TEACHERS 

By: 
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rROFE::tONhL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM 

(Folloving meetings with the District and the Federation, chia outline will provide 
the framework for the assistance program for the 1987-88 school year) 

A. To establish a system that will provide beginning teachers the services of an 
experienced professional teacher co assist teachers nev to our District eaae 
into t~eir professional roles. 

8. To establish a system chat will provide the services of a recognized expert 
teacher co permanent teachers who may voluntarily reque~c assistance. 

C. To develop a procedure that will, in subsequent years, provide involuntary 
placement for permanent teachers in jeopardy·in a program for reudiacion 
and assistance. 

D. To develop a procedure that may, in subsequent years. establish an altera&tive 
program for the evaluation of all first year teachers. 

£. To expand these programs to the secondary level. 

teacher Consultants 

A. Qualifications 

1. permanent employee 
2. minimum of 4 recommendations 
3. High personal and professional skills 

8. Salary 

l, Current salary plus an additional $4,000 

c. Selection (1987-88) 

l. Selected by Don Raczka. Yvonne Lux and Leslie Fausset. 

D. Training - may include the following: 

l. Cognitive Coaching - Summer 1987 
2. Clinical Supervision - Summer 1987 
3. Situational Leadership - Fall 1987 
4. Styles of Leadership - Fall 1987 
S. Role of the Consultant - Sumer 1987 

E. Length of Service 

l. Limited co 3 consecucive years in program. 
2. Agree not to pursue administrative jobs during their term as consultant. 
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F. • 1987-88 Teacher Consultants 

1. Chris Evans and Veleta Rollins vill serve as consultants. with Charlotte 
Kutzner and Terri-Jo ~c~aul as alternates. 

2. A pool of four additional condidates. including a special education expert. 
to be trained. Janet Stone, Pat Silva. Rae Adams and Kate O'Brien will 
serve this pool. 

G. The number of teachers serving full-time as consultants may increase from two, 

!I!. Beginning Teacher Assistance Program 

A. Objectives: 

t. to provide beginning teachers the services of the teacher consultant for a 
minimum of 20 hours per evaluation period. 

2. to gather research on how co best meet the objective listed as S (d) of the 
1985 Commono Commission Report: 

"Specially trained teachers be designated as "peer evaluators" and, 
vorking as teams, observe and evaluate probationary and per:anent 
teachers on the model of a higher education faculty making recommendations 
to a dean." 

B. Pilot Plan 

Every beginning K-8 teacher at sites participating will be assigned a 
consulting teacher. 

Z. The consultant teacher will work in conjunction with the principal on the 
evaluation of the beginning teacher. 

3. The plan has flexibility between the principal and the consultant so thac 
different styles may be studied for research purposes. 

4. The principal may have the consultant complete the entire evaluation process 
for beginning teacher A ors/he may complete the entire evaluation process 
for teacher B, using the consultant to remediate specific areas or the 
consultant and the principal may complete "parallel" evaluations for teacher 
c. 

5. All parties agree that whatever working arrangment between the principal 
and the consultant is devised. the beginning teacher must not receive 
"mixed signals" from two different sources on his/her perfoniance. Joi:tt 
evaluation conferences are encouraged. 

6. The consultant teacher will report to the office upon arrival and will 
consult the principal frequently to ensures/he is informed of the beginning 
teacher's progress. The working relationship between the principal and 
consultant is critically important. 

7. A Board of Review shall be established composed of 3 Federation and 2 
District representatives vith 4 votes being deemed a majority. Consultant 
teachers with the responsibility as primary evaluator, already having met 
Jith the principal, will submit their evaluative findings to this Review 
Board for the December and :-larch formal evaluations. The Soard will forward 
its recommendation to accept or reject the consultant teacher's conclusions 
to the Superintendent. 
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IV. Permanent Teacher Assistance Program 

A. 'nle servir.as of the teacher consultant should be available for perunent teachers. 

B. The parties agree that the goal is to develop a system for mandatory placement 
for permanent teachers considered to be in professional jeopardy in a program 
to provide remediation and assistance. However, the program needs time to 
establish its credibility with all staff, administrative and teaching. 

C. Thus, as an interim step, these services will be made available co the permanent 
employee on a voluntary basis, beginning the second semester of the 1987-88 
school year. 

0. The role of the consultant will be a non-evaluative one serving only as a 
resource under a specific plan for improvement. 

E. All parties agreed that the principals should make this voluntary service 
known co the teacher as one option among several to be used to improve perfoniance. 

F. Parties are developing a mandatory assistance program to be implemented in the 
subsequent school year. 

v. ~diation 

l. Should a conflict arise,the principal or the consultant will contact the 
program manager. Within two days the program manager shall meet with the 
consultant and the principal to mediate the conflict. 

2. Should either the principal or the consultant wish, all parties shall meet 
within 2 days with the Associate Superintendent or the Assistant 
Superintendent to arrive at a mutually agreed upon solution to the conflict. 

3. Should the parties be unable co arrive ac such a solution, the Review Board 
will meet and resolve the matter. 

vt. Timelina 

Summer '87 

Training of 
Consultants 

VII. Research 

Fall '87 

Beginning Teachers 
Assistance Program 
Pilot implemented 

Spring '88 

Permanent Teachers 
Assistance Program 
implemented 

Beginnir.~ and 
Permaner.. teachers 
Assistance Progra~ 
in place 

A. Barbara Moore will serve as research assistant to publish a full study of the 
pilot, including case studies. 

[II. Role of Project Manager - Don Raczka 

A. Responsible for the operation of che program including: 
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1, aeleccion of consulcancs 
2. training of consultants 
3. coordination of services 
4. Publication of Research 
S. Publicity 
6. Mediation of Conflicts and resolution of same 
7. Coordination of District/F, ·-~ation agree~ents 
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San Francisco 

San Francisco has developed and implemented two Trust Agreements. 

The first agreement is a Paraprofessional Career Development Program. The goal of 

the program is to enable qualified teachers' aides to return to school and earn teaching 

credentials in a specially-designed program that is a cooperative effon of the San Francisco 

Unified School District, San Francisco State University, and the San Francisco Federation 

of Teachers. The program is designed to meet several needs of the San Francisco Unified 

School District: 1) the immediate need for qualified teachers in particular shortage areas, 

such as science, mathematics, bilingual education, and special education; 2) the need for 

additional minority teachers (the majority of paraprofessionals are members of racial and 

ethnic minority groups); and 3) the general anticipated need for qualified teachers in all 

fields (it is estimated that as many as half of all San Francisco teachers will retire within the 

next five years). 

During the 1988-89 school year, eighteen paraprofessionals panicipated in the career 

program. Two of the participants completed teaching credentials at the end of the fall 1988 

semester and became probationary teachers in the SFUSD. Five more paraprofessionals 

became San Francisco teachers in Fall 1989. The remainder of the individuals will be 

offered probationary contracts upon completion of the program. 

The district released a teacher, mutually selected by the union and district, from her 

teaching assignment full-time to coordinate the paraprofessional program. The 

Paraprofessional Career Program Council, the Trust Agreement team for this project, was 

also expanded in 1988 to include, in addition to the district, union, and university 

representatives who have been involved from the outset, all program administrators of the 

major instructional programs in the school district-the Bilingual Departtnent, Special 

Education Depanment. Special Funded Programs, and the Division of Integration. 

The total cost of the program was $70,000 in 1988-89 and is anticipated to be 

$140,000 in 1989-90. The number of paraprofessionals who applied to panicipate in the 
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program doubled from 75 in 1988 to 150 in 1989. The size of the program has nearly 

doubled as well. Thiny individuals were accepted for 1989-90. 

The second San Francisco Trust Agreement centers on curriculum development and 

consensus decision making at one elementary school. 

Claire Lilienthal Elementary School continued in 1988-89 the curriculum development 

program begun in 1987-88. That program, in which teachers and the site administrator 

have developed and are piloting a literatme-based language arts program, is a test of site

based planning and consensus decision making in the traditionally centralized San 

Francisco Unified School District. In addition to selecting textbooks and developing 

curriculum materials, the teacher and principal used the developing program as an 

opportunity to bring story-tellers, community authors, and performing and visual artists to 

the school. The school also began to offer to students, as a part of the regular curriculum, 

multi-cultural drama events. 

Parent and teacher assessment surveys conducted by the school indicated greatest 

interest in and support for this expanded language arts program. The district hopes to use 

the Lilienthal experience as a model for other schools in the district. 
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PARAPR(}fESSJQNAL CABEEB PBQGRAM 
AGREEMENT ANQ MEMQRANQJIM PE JINPEBSTt,NQJNG 

, 
The Par:iprofessional C.arccr Program is a Trust Agreement P,oject developed 
by the S'an Francisct' Unined School District and the San Francisco FederallL• .. 
of Te:achcrs in coo~Jeration wilh San Francisco St:uc Univcrsit-y and the 
University or San Fr:incisco. The district foresees a· continuing shonage of 
teachers in the areas of math, science. bilingual and spcci:il education. The 
program is designed to enable par:iprofcssionals lo continue their academic 
prepar:ation. earn their teaching crcdcnlials and become teachen in critical 
need areas in the San Francisco Unified School Dis1rict. The Paraprofessional 
Career Program is designed for members of the paraprofesslonal bar1:iining 
unh who have earned undergraduate degrees or 60 college units or' more. 

The Parapror essionat Career Program is administered by the Paraprofessional 
Career Program Council which ls composed or representatives Crom the San 
Francisco Unified School District. the San Francisco Federa1ion or Teachers. 
San Francisco State University and the University of San Francisco. The 
council selects a teacher to facililate the program who is responsible ror the 
day-to-day operation or the proir:am. This documcn1 is designed to provide an 
understanding or program guidelines. 

The Paraproressional Career Program is designed to provide support. Car 
panicipants to enable them 10 become teachers in the critical shonage areas 
in lhe San Francisco Unified School District. Tbe suppon services that the 
program provides Cor particip:ints are: 

I. University fees for porticlpllnls will be paid by 
the program. 

2. A salary equivalent to the pay or a paraprofessional who works 
siJL hours a day will be provided ror the panicipants in the 
program. One third or this time may be used to en:able 
participants to meet university and teacher education 
responsibilities. Panicipants will work on school sites rour hours 
daily· and will use two houn or time daily ror academic 
preparation, professional development ilCtivities and teacher 
education responsibilities. tr panicipants are working more 
than six houn, their hours will not be reduced to sia, bat two 
hours -or the time will be used for academic preparation, 
professional development activities, and teacher e_ducation 
responsiblities. In situations where paraproressionils are 
working in Special Education classes where they cannot be• 
replaced for a ponion of the day. their regular assignments will 
be augmented by two houn or salary not 10 exceed 7 .5 • hours d2ily. 

3. Professional suppon activities for the panicipants will be 
provided by the proaram. Experienced teachers who have been 
working with the AFr Educational Research and Dissemination 
Program will develop monthly professional development and 
suppqn meetinas for the panicipants. Other proressionat 
development activities may be provided by the program _and 
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.. 
paniclpants will bo encouraged to par1lcip1to in inscrvices 
provided by the district. 

4. Upon successful completion of the program, panicipants will be 
hired as probationary· teachers in the critical shonage areas or 
Special Education, Bilingual Education, math and/or science in 
accordance with their credentials. 

The Paraprofessional Career Program's expectations for panicipants 
arc -listed below. 

1. Panicipants will meet all University requi~emcnts in a timely 
manner. Undergraduates will take courses or study and maintain 
grade point averages lhat will enable them to enter an 
appropriate teacHer education program. Teacher education 
panicipants will work toward and obtain credentials that wiU 
enable them to teach in the critical shonage areas of the district. 
Participants will be responsible with the support or university 
advisers ror taking appropriate courses leading to the 
appropri:ue credential. 

2. Panicipants will submit university schedules at lhe beginning 
of e:ach semester and final grades at the end of each semester to 
the program facilitator. Panicipants will infonn the program 
facilitator or changes in work schedules and university 
schedults, and. will notify the facilitator or the rationale for such 
chang•:s. 

3. Participants will participate in proressional development 
activities provided by the proaram and will attend appropriate 
inservices provided by the dlsuict. 

4. Panicipants will remain in their regular work assignments as 
undergraduates unless assignments need to be changed based 
upon the funding source requirements. When participants move 
into teacher education programs, they will be placed in 
paraproressional positions in the credential progr:im which they 
are pursuing that will enablo them to muimize their teaching 
expertise in the field in which they will be teaching • 

• I 

S. When participants successfully complete the program, they will 
immediately teach in the critical shonage area in which they are 
credentialed in the San Francisco Unified School District for a 
period or at least three years. 

I understand the above guidelines of the Paraproressional Career Program 
and agree to abide by them. 

Signed __________ Date ________ in the 

Chy aad County or•,San Francisco. 
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San Juan 

The San Juan Unified School District (in Sacramento County) and San Juan Teachers 

Association have developed a Trust Agreement incorporating the principles of site-based 

management The program is designed to provide individual school sites with greater 

flexibility and increased opportunities to solve educational problems which the schools 

identify. For the 1989-90 school year, individual schools have been funded, through a 

recently completed proposal and review process, to pilot programs targeted to school

identified educational concerns. 

San Juan's Site Level Decision-Making Program is governed by a district-wide 

committee composed of teachers and administrators. The program is based on the 

following cooperatively developed philosophy: "We believe decisions about educational 

issues should be made by those closest to the issues and most responsible for their 

implementation. It is our belief that as school employees become more closely and 

creatively involved in making decisions, the quality of education improve[s]. Better 

decision lead to [better] quality instruction." 

Two schools initiate their site-based programs in September 1989. Seven additional 

schools are being added to the program during the 1989-90 school year. 
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PROPOSAL FOR PILOTS OF 
SITE LEVEL DECISION MAKING MODEL 

AJO~7PRC~,Y,.:ALBY 
SAL'\f JUAN TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION 

AND 

SAN JUAN ADMINISTRATORS ASSOCIATION 
AND 

SAN JUAN UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT 

We all agree that programs which provide inaeased opportunities for employee 
involvement in decision making can foster the collegial exchange of ideas and 
information necessary for effective professional practices. Accordingly, Trust 
Agreement Coordinating Team (TACT) has been established. This committee 
consists of 10 members of whom five are appointed by SfrA, 3 appointed by 
SJAA and 2 representatives from the Superintendent's Cabinet. 

Site level decision making provides benefits for all employees. Some incentives 
for submitting an applkalion lo develop a pilot site levet_decision making model 
at a worksite/program are: · 

• 

• 
• 

• 

• 

• 

Access to a clearinghouse of current information regarding decision 
making. 
Resources for implementation . 
A network with other site/programs developing site level decision 
making models. 
L--u:ervke opporrur.ity on decision making, group dynamics, team 
building, etc. 
A chance to reflect and evaluate site level decision making as a 
worthwhile process .. 
Input to School Board and Associations on site level decision making . 

Attached you will find a philosophical statement, and guidelines for applying for 
a Site Level Decision Making pilot. 
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PHil..OSOPHY 

In an effort to improve the quality of education, it is the purpose of this proposal 
to provide a velud£ for site level decision ma.king. We believe decisions about 
educational issues should be made by those closest to the issues and those most 
responsible for their implementation. It is our belief that as school employees 
become more closely and creatively involved in ma.king decisions, the quality of 
education does improve. 

Effective site level decision making provides interdependence between 
management and staff. This process is characterized by a plan that provides for 
communication, collaboration, and commitment. 

A collaborative process for decision making results in: 

• increased participation and sense of community and collegiality 
• mutual trust, increased self-esteem, and improved employee morale 
• encouragement of risk-taking and creativity 
• significant personal and professional growth 

Better decisions lead to quality classroom instructions. 

GUIDELINES FOR APPUCA TION FOR A PILOT PROGRAM 

I. Responsibilities of the Site Level Team 

A. A site level team will be selected through a democratic process to 
develop the pilot proposal. 

B. A site level team should include a representative aoss section of 
certificated employees. 

C. Meetings of the site level team should be held at least once a month. 

D. The members of the site level team will develop a method of 
reporting to the staff as a whole. 
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E. The site level team will provide an end of the year report to the TACT 
and the Board on the results of their pilot. This report should include an 
evaluation/assessment of the effectiveness and value of the pilot and whether 
continuation is desired. 

F. An application for a Site Level Decision Making pilot will be 
submitted to TACT. The school site team members and the principal must both 
sign the proposal. The application must also be accompanied by evidence of the 
degree of employee commitment. 

G. The site level. team may appeal to the TACT for assistance as needed. 

Il. Guidelines for the Proposal 

A. The proposal must include a plan for training of participants in 
decision making, group dynamics and group collaboration processes. Desaibe 
timelines and funding needed. A multi-year process is anticipated. 

B. The proposal must describe your antidpated process for decision 
making. (You may wi::;h lo modify your procass .iftcr tr.iining.) 

C. A process to involve input from parents and students in decision 
making must also be included in the pilot proposal. 

0. The proposal must include a desaiption of student benefits and 
educational improvements. 

E. The pilot proposal will recognize the economic constraints of the 
district and will not negatively impact personnel. 

F. If any aspect of proposed pilot is contrary to the terms of the collective 
bargaining agreement or district policies and procedures, said aspect will not be 
approved ~ess a waiver is obtained from the Association and the Board of 
Education. If such a waiver is obtained, the collective bargaining agreement will 
be deemed modified only to the extent necessary to implement this aspect of the 
program. 

Except to the extent waived pw-suant to the above statement, the collective 
bargaining agreement will remain in full force and effect, and have full 
application to the employees who are affected by an approved site level team. 
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m. Responsibility of TACT 

A. TACT will review the application and may request additional 
information that it considers necessary in order to process the proposal. 

B. Within thirty days after receiving the application, TACT will respond 
in writing to the worksite/program. The response will indicate whether the 
worksite/program has been chosen or not chosen as a pilot program. 

C. The number of pilots will be determined by resources available for 
training. 

D. Final approval of all plans is reserved for the Board of Education. 

E. TACT will be available to provide assistance to site level teams upon 
request. 
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Santa Cruz 

The Santa Cruz City Schools (an elementary and a high school district with a single school 

board and a common administration) and the Santa Cruz Federation of Teachers have 

developed two Trust Agreements. The first agreement has resulted in the New Teacher 

Peer Assistance/Evaluation Program. The second Trust Agreement is the Collegial Staff 

Development Pilot Project. 

The goal of Santa Cruz's peer assistance and review program is, "to improve 

instruction by establishing and maintaining the highest educational standards for [ the 

teaching] profession." This agreement between the union and school district provides a 

mechanism by which experienced district teachers (designated as "teacher consultants") are 

selected to serve as mentors to and then evaluators of teachers new to Santa Cruz schools. 

The Trust Agreement sets fonh the qualifications of teacher consultants and the procedure 

by which they are selected, the role of the project's review board, and the procedures 

mutually determined by the union and the district for the summative evaluation of the new 

teachers. 

The project's first year of operation received good marks from teachers, district 

administrators, and the school board. Of the new teachers who were part of the program, 

most were recommended for second year probationary status, although one probationer's 

contract was not renewed on recommendation of the consulting teacher to the project• s 

review board. 

This program costs the district approximately $50,000 per year. Significantly, 

although the district is facing tight fiscal times and has been forced to make budget 

reductions, funds allocated for the New Teacher Peer Assistance/Evaluation Program were 

not reduced. 

Santa Cruz's second Trust Agreement is unique in that it is a pilot professional growth 

and evaluation program for tenured teachers. Operating in two schools, a high school and 

an elementary school, this program is entirely voluntary. It enables experienced teachers to 
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develop their own professional growth plans. Those teachers who opt to implement their 

plans and, in concen with colleagues, evaluate the results are exempted from the district's 

regular administratively-driven evaluation process. 

According to the superintendent and union president: 

The Policy Trust Agreement process has definitely expanded the cooperative 
spirit for collaborative problem-solving in our District during the past two 
years. The annosphere of trust helped us settle our regular contract 
negotiations last year in record time. In the past nine months we have gone 
through some major budget upheavals in the District, resulting in cutbacks 
of funds in many program areas. This has led to severe strains on the 
union-District relationship and on the Policy Trust process. However, we 
have continued to work together and have weathered most of the distrust 
which was fomented by budget changes. We will meet new challenges in 
the coming year. 
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4 0 '11 ... ISTIU rro."I 

JJJ Mission Stred• Santa Cru:. Call/om/a 9$060 • (408) 429-J800 

ElOLICY TRUST AGREEM~ 

OA&.E £ ic, ... sur SANTA CRUZ CITY SOIOOLS & ~TER SANTA CRUZ FEDERATION OF TE:AOIERS 

PROFESSIONAL ASSISTAN:E PR~~ 
1998-89 SCHOOL YEAR 

PHILOSOPHY 
'Iba Professional Assistance Program is a cooperative effort by the Santa 
Cruz City Schools and Greater Santa Cruz Federation of Teachers to improve 
instruction by establishing and maintaining the highest educational 
standards for our profession. 'Ibis Program will expand the role of 
teachers by utilizing their expertise toget.~er with that of management to 
provide colleagial support arxl evaluation. 

PURPOSE 
nie purpose of the Professional Assistance Progrcm is to creata an 
evaluation process that will: 

GOALS 

l. Pranote confidence and collaboration among teachers and 
administrators. 

2. Utilize instructional @xpertise of classroan teachers. 

3. F.nhance and improve classroan instruction to maximize student 
performance. 

4. Review and revise the process and foans of the current 
evaluation systan. 

S. Establish a system which will include peer coaching, modeling, 
and evaluation. 

l. Provide experience:! teacher consultants to assist certificated 
employees new to the District. 

2. Provide experience:! teacher consultants to other 
requesting assistance. 

teachers 

3. Provide experienced teacher consultants to assist t2achers with 
identified renediation needs. 

4. Design appropriate teacher evaluation foans. 

s. · Design an appropriate evaluation process. 

Boord cf Trvsr,ws: MaryoN1 Banr. RDIHrt &mo. /M• Manill, Artltur /'fart. 
~boralt 1ia)'lor, FaMI l1ull1,11. Barllara 7'to,,.,_ 
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1988-S'J Tt::/\Cl lt;II C.:C.lN!iUI.T,\N'l':.i 

The District would app,1int two h.1lf-ti11,e tcc1cher consultants and one alternate 
for the 1988-81) schoCll year. Consultc1nts niay call upon other experts to 
assist in specific subject content areas. 

QUALIFICATimJS OF TEACHER CONSUt.T~S 

Exoerience 

- ful 1-ti:ne permanent employee 
- at least 5 years classroan experience 
- prefer breadth of experience 

Knowledge 

- of specific curricular discipline (s) 
- of effective principles of learning 
- of effective classroan management 
- of counseling/coaching strategies 

Abilitv 

- to cat~unicate effectively and tactfully in both oral and written form 
- to effectively ass1.1ne the supervisory responsibilities of evaluation 
- to counsel and coach peers 
- to c1ss~ss ~nd proscribe appropriate instructional strategies 
- to 110,k:t ,.:r (-..'C..:l: iv,: instcuctlonc1l stcJtcqias 

- Demonstrated effective organizational skills 

~rofessional Status 

- High level of respect 
- Excellent performance evaluations 
- Professional involvement 

Traininq 

Appropriate training which may qualify a teacher for the consultant 
positions includes: 

- Basic Practice Model Training/Coaching 
- Classroom Managenent Training (Esteem) Coaching 
- Cl!nical Teaching/Supervision 
- Targe~ T~aching 
- Cooperative t.earning 
- Evaluation Inservice 
- Counseling 
- Peer Counsel i ng 
- Cognitive learning 
- 1'ES5,\ 
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'11'1e District may provide acditiona-1 training to correlate with District: 
goals and expectations for new teachers and mentor teachers. Training 
may also be provided to address any other c1ssessed need of the individual 
teacher consultant. 

SELEx::TION COMM[TTEE 

Teacher consultants shall be selected by a cata,ittee ccmprised of two teachers 
and t1,,,0 ·administrators (representir¥3 elementary an:! secondary) ard one 
consultant (trainer, college or university, COE, etc.). Teachers and 
acministrators may volunteer to serve on this carmittee and subsequently be 
appointed by the Federation and the Superintendent respectively. 

PRCCEDURE FOR SELECTION OF CONSULTANTS 

- Subnit application and letters of recomnendation 

- Authorize review of performance evaluations 

- View video of classroan instruction; Analyze and prepare post-
conference 

- Interview with Comnittee 

- Conniittee reconmerds candidates 

- Board appoints consultants 

c.ENGnf OE' SERVICE 

- Limited to three consecutive years in the program 

- Consultant would agree not to pursue administrative positions during 
thei: term as consultant 

CCHPENSAT ION 

- $3,000 stipend for 501 Consultant. 

REVIEW BOARD 

Membership: A Review Board shall be established, canposed of 3 
Federation and 3 District representatives, with 4 votes required to 
recannend an employee's retention with the District. There will be a· 
non-voting facilitator to be agreed upon by the Federation and the Board 
annually. The Administrator of Personnel Services will serve as 
facilitator for the first year. C.onsultants and administrators will 
present their evaluative findings to the Review Board for the Oec:ember 
and March formal evaluations. The Board will forward its recarmendation 
to .:icc•·t>t 11c rwj,••·t. th,, wv.,lu .. 1t1n:·~;• 1:unclu:1ion:J to tho Superintondent. 
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Meetings: 

- organiz.1tion n11:":ting as soon as possible 

- meeting i?t ior to Decembet l~ to rc·,iew all new teachers 

- meeting after December 15 

- meeting prior to :1arch 1 to review any teachers with perfoanance 
problems 

- meeting after :-\arch 1 to review all 
recamendations for the following year 

new teachers and make 

PROCEDURES 

Guidelines for Observations and Sunrnative Evaluations 

a. Multiple observations may be conducted by the teacher consultant 
and/or the administrator. 

b. Observation docl!Tlents and post conferences will be 
res90nsibility of the person observing. 

the 

c. Sunrnative evaluations: One or both evaluators may prepare the 
docunent; both evaluators will sign the doc\Ment; and both 
ev~luaturs will Jctivcly participate in the conference with the new 
teacher. 

Mediation 

a. Should a conflict arise, the principal or the consultant will 
contact the program managers. With 2 days, the program managers 
shall meet with the consultant and the principa~ to mediate the 
conflict. 

b. If requested by either the principal or the consultant, all parties 
shall meet within 2 days with the Assistant Superintendent
Instruction to arrive at a mutually agreed upon solution to the 
conflict. 

c. Should the parties be unable to arrive at a solution, the Review 
Board will rreet to resolve the n~tter. 

E>rogram Managers 

Alberta Kline, Ciief Negotiator, Administratoc- of Personnel Services, .· 
Santa Cruz City Schools 

Donna Cohick, Oii.ef N,~otiator, Greater Santa Cruz Federation of Teachers 
and Te~cher, Mission Hill Junior High School 
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Pilot Protesaional Orovth/Evaluation Proposals - By View and Sequel BS ., .., 
The teaching proteaaion 1a 101nr through·a maJor chanp, a change that may help 
teachers be more videl.y v1eved &nd respected as professionals. One important 
trait of professionals is the expectation that one strives tor continuowi 1Jllprove
ment, actively seekinr Job-related knowledge, and that one shares growth 

, \ 

experiences with peers. Teachers can be expected to seek growth experiences and 
rewarded for doing so. This proposal offers teachers - on a pilot baais involving 
Bay View Elementary and Soquel BS - the opportunity to develop their own profes
sional growth plans and, if a teacher opts to work in a supportive rroup• with other 
teachers, to be responsible for their own evaluations for 1988-89 instead or 
participating in the formal teacher's evaluation process. 

OBJECTIVES: 

l. To offer an incentive for teachers to accept responsibility for their own 
professional growth. 

2. To offer an incentive for teachers to integrate additional teaching pro
cesses into their repertoire. 

3. To offer an incentive for teachers to work together 1n a peer coaching 
situation. 

ELIGIBLE TEACHERS: 

1. Tenured v/effective or outstanding evaluations 1n all areas for at least 
last tvo years. 

2. Teachers evaluated with sumative evaluations d1:U"ing_l987-88. 

3. Commitment to ovn professional development. 
Writing of personal professional development plan 
that meets criteria. 
Project improve teacher competence w/pri.mar7 emphasis 
on 1Jllprov1ng instructional processes. 
Commit to in-service training plan that addresses above. 
Commit to working on regular basis w/peer coaching* model 
to improve competency and to help peers do same. 

PROFESSIONAL GROWTH PLANS: 
Proposals submitted b7 October 7. 
Plan be FPC objective - deadline October 15. 
Plan back to group for details/t1Jllel1De, who, anticipated 
resources needed, etc. 
Evaluation plan designed to demonstrate impact ot inclusion 
of teaching process on student learning, student attitude/ 
behavior and on teacher attitude/behavior. 
Plan due by November l. 
Progress Reports due bi-monthly - group and individual. 
Report due by Kay 15 - group report and individual reports. 
Report to statf tv1ce/year. 
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Pilot Proreaa1onal Orovth/Evaluat1on Propoaala 
Pa,e Tvo - 9/20/88 

ROLE or ADMINISTRATOR IH PLAN 

1. Approval or plans. 
2. Individual F.P.C. with each potential participant. 
3. Provide avenues tor release time, reaaonable dollar• tor group activities. 
~. Provide feedback and coaching as needed and requested. 
5. Written evaluation aent to Superintendent b7 June l, 1989. 
6. Leadership tra1D1Dg or group members 1D small group d1Damics u needed. 
7. Report to Policy Trust Group at leaat once per semester on progress or teacher 

support teams and evaluation or program. 

PILOT PROGRAM 

l. Bay Viev Elementary. 
A maximum or siX (6) teachers ma, participate 1D 1988-89. 

2. Soguel HS. 
On September 30 all statt vill hear presentations regarding cooperative 
learn1Dg and T.E.S.A. u part ot the scheduled S.I.P. program. Follov-up 
workshops are pl&DDed tor October 21 and Februar,y 3. Teachers vho viah 
to commit to tully participate 1n le&n11DC ad practic1nr these techniques 
1D a peer coachinl m&DDer will be encourapd to apply tor acceptance 1nto 
this program. A max1mwll ot tive (5) teachers vould be scheduled to parti
cipate tor cooperative learninr and tive (5) tor T.E.S.A. 

The District and GSCFT muat sip. a atatement acreeinl to the releaae ot participating 
teachers from contract a,reementa tor 1988-89 only. 

A supportive croup/peer coachiDr group 11 det1Ded u 3-5 teachers cooperatively 
working together to intecrate a particular teaching practice into one•a 
teaching repertoire 1Dclud1ng rerteViDC research, practicinr 1n the 
classroom and 0baerv1nr with teedback other members er the croup. 
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